
AYSO Region 418 
Board of Directors Meeting 
February 15, 2011 
 
Ray Groble called the meeting to order shortly past 7:30 PM once a quorum was 
ascertained. 
Barbara moved to accept the minutes of the January meeting. Jeric Johnson seconded 
and all approved. 
 
We briefly discussed renewing our agreement with the Chicago Fire for ticket packages, 
field appearances etc as in the past. Jeric moved to accept the agreement, Rob Randolph 
seconded and approval was obtained. 
 
Paul Li and Jeric Johnson reviewed with us the proposed agreement with Elite Soccer in  
Arlington Heights to provide our region with master coaches for Northwind and 
trainers for our U05 jamboree program. 
Our costs will be higher with Elite Soccer than with our current trainers. There is a 
twenty dollar difference in the hourly charge($55 VS. $75) but we expect more stability 
and quality with Elite. Brendan Knight is a positive coach instructor and our core 
values line up well with Elite’s. We can afford the higher fee.  
We would like to see if all goes as well as expected with Elite this spring. Elite Soccer 
wants a three -year agreement. We need an exit clause in the event we are not happy with 
the services provided. We also wish to pay a 15% deposit, 25% of the balance at the 
beginning of our spring session and pay the balance at the conclusion of our session. 
 
Rich Lettiere was not at our meeting. Ray reported for him that we will have a budget 
surplus. We may wish to reduce our fee for MY 2011. We have  $171,700+ in the bank with not 
too many additional expenses expected. $231K is set aside for field improvement. 
We do expect spending  $15K on landscaping this spring, we have to purchase uniforms, 
trophies,photos and may need to replenish some field equipment. 
 
Some present felt that instead of reducing fees we push for another turf field. Ray felt 
the Park District may push back as further AYSO participation will go against their 
formula private vs government vs community investment. We may not get approval and 
seeking it, getting the field is a several year process. 
Clarendon field is being redone. Currently our fields  # 3 and # 10 are out of service for 
ground refurbishing. We may have to bring field # 3 back into play if we cannot use 
Clarendon. 
 
Next meeting we will want to set the player fee for MY2011. Jake Howard suggested we 
offer a multi player discount in MY2011 
 
We set our spring schedule 
Opening game is April 9, our concluding weekend and soccer fest is June 4, June 5 
We will play Memorial Day weekend 
Photo Day is May 7 with Makeup Day on May 21 
We will open for wait list applications for the spring session between March 1 and April 1. 
No major events will disrupt our spring games as best we know at this time. 
 
Our nominating committee consisting of John Owens, Elsie Lundgren, Tom Elliott and 
Jeric Johnson reported their recommendation of Rob Randolph as the next Regional 
Commissioner. This choice has Ray’s approval. 
Rob asked the group assembled if any had reservations that he will not have children in 
the program for the last two years of this three-year term. He explained he feels AYSO is 
so important to our city. He credits his childrens’ athleticism to their AYSO experience. 
In response to our questions Rob stated he believes our big challenge is Field space and 
renewal of our Chicago Park District contract. Ray told us that he will continue to 
work with Rob to help him establish rapport and relationship with key city persons. 
We are in good odor with the Chicago Park District. Unlike other groups we do not 
have to line up to obtain our annual permits. Question arose if other groups with clout 
might try to threaten our access to the turf fields. Ray does not see any contenders or 
threats. Some clubs unknown to us might wish to have the fields but they are not 



organized or known to the CPD as we are. Schools want use of the fields on week -days, 
not on the weekend. 
 
Rob was excused from the meeting. Barbara moved the nomination and Jeric Johnson 
seconded. The approval was unanimous. 
 
Paul Malueg pondered aloud that we have to get our weaker coaches to use the 
trainers. How can we induce these coaches to do so? We may wish to poll our coaches as 
to what will induce them to work with the trainers. Perhaps having trainers available 
on different days, different fields, at different times. 
Perhaps we should require new coaches to attend the sessions with the trainers. 
The response was to allow Jeric to work with the Brendan Knight and Mike Steel of Elite 
Soccer on this. We have a number of things to do which are not comfortable for us. We 
have to enforce certification. Coaches have to hear about this from their Division 
Administrators , not just Jeric. We should seek feedback from teams to learn who are the 
weaker coaches. 
Ray reminded us that come this fall (MY 2011)U08 division coaches must be U08 trained and 
this needs to be reinforced with our current coaches. 
 
Steve Shatto pointed out that the majority of U10 teams practice on Mondays but there 
is a paucity of field space on Monday or Tuesday. Related to trainers, the suggestion was 
to revise our contract for Master trainers to be present from 5:00 PM to 7:30 PM, instead 
of starting at 4:30 when few teams are present. 
 
Matt Miller reported our indoor winter program served 304 players with a very 
successful program. The youngsters will all get medals at the end of the program. He 
complemented the coaches who put in this extra time to the indoor program. He wants 
to do some kind of thank you for the coaches. 
Not all the indoor practice time was used. 
The program collected $53K in revenue and our cost is  $23K 
 
Jeric reminded us of the Road Show taking place March 12 and 13. The intermediate coach 
course will be taught 
Renee Haber suggested that we alert coaches now of the  coaching requirements to 
coach in National Games. 
 
Rob Randolph, as Referee Administrator reported that in U10 we need a referee for each 
team for teams to participate in the officiated flight in our June soccer fest. Thus far 
ten teams have no referee identified. Some of these teams are good teams and Rob 
questions if we truly wish to exclude these teams. Rob thinks that we will have sufficient 
referees so teams playing in the officiated flight will be served by three man referee teams 
and those teams in the other flight will at least have a center referee. 
The Road Show is offering referee training. Dave Schlensker and Pat Mullane are teaching 
and Barbara and Mitch are available, also to teach even after the games begin. 
We will offer two U08 courses and two U10 courses and possible additional courses 
after Easter. 
We should have 45-50 U10 capable referees. Steve Shatto clarified that we do not need one 
referee from each team. We simply need sufficient number of trained referees to do the 
games which means 65%of the U10 teams have to contribute a game official. The referees 
have to be active, do at least four games guaranteeing the new officials have had some 
game experience before Soccer Fest. 
 
 
We spoke of giving coaches shirts, something we have not done in some years. Jeric will 
choose and we will have the items for spring. 
 
It was nearly 9:00 PM, with the agenda covered. Barbara moved for adjournment and no 
one objected. 


